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Abstract: Volunteer activities are a lofty social undertaking. In recent years, with the development of society and the improvement of people's quality, volunteer service has also been greatly developed. Volunteer activities and volunteer spirit have also been recognized by the masses. After decades of development, China's volunteer service has made remarkable achievements. In this process, college student volunteers, as the backbone of China's volunteer group, are helping the poor, education, environmental protection, health care, the elderly, and legal aid. Large-scale activities and other fields provide a large number of services, showing the world's Chinese college students' style while building a socialist harmonious society and promoting human progress.

1. Introduction

The practice of China Volunteer Action proves that college students are the main body of youth volunteer activities. By participating in volunteer activities, college students can not only be baptized in the soul, but also in the process of participation, not only with the client, but also with other volunteers. Coordinating and communicating, and integrating themselves into the entire volunteer organization, all play a significant role in training their communication skills and the ability to integrate into social organizations. College students who participate in volunteer activities are often young people who are eager to make progress in their thinking. The contact between them can help them establish a correct world outlook, outlook on life and values. As a special youth group, college student volunteers have played an important role in carrying out youth volunteer activities and promoting spiritual civilization. They have also been recognized and praised by the society. Today, when volunteers move to the historical stage and gradually move toward shaping and maturity, combing and reflecting on the ins and outs of volunteer actions, development status and existing problems will help us further from content, form, subject, object and environment. In many aspects, the volunteers' actions are reviewed, and the experience and lessons are continuously summarized, which provides useful enlightenment for the healthy development of volunteers' actions in the present and future. This is also an important reason for the topic selection and writing.

2. Analysis of the operating mechanism of college students' volunteer activities

From the perspective of the organization, the relevant departments of the state, relevant institutions within the university, and many groups and organizations in the society are increasingly aware of the importance of volunteer activities for college students. On the one hand, they continue to explore the field of volunteer service activities, and on the other hand, The Department has continuously strengthened its investment in financial resources, organization, policies, and systems. At the same time, it has also strengthened guidance and coordination during the activities. This is also an important internal support force for the vigorous development of university student volunteer activities. Specifically, with the continuous emphasis on the volunteer activities of colleges and universities, colleges and universities generally arrange volunteer activities for teachers to work full-time or part-time to manage college students. Most of the universities have volunteer service teams or volunteer associations. Organization, and the backbone of the student is the manager or organizer of the team. These teachers or student backbones will organize volunteer activities as their important tasks and tasks. When conditions permit, actively plan and organize
college student volunteer activities, increase the number of college student volunteer activities, and provide more for college students. Participation opportunities.

From the perspective of the participants, the current characteristics of college students are that they have a distinct personality and self-confidence. They are eager to get out of the “ivory tower” and touch the society and be happy to express themselves. College student volunteer activities are a good carrier for the current college students to show themselves and contact the society. Young, enthusiastic and open college students are boldly committed to all aspects of social activities, actively providing volunteer services, and contributing youth and wisdom to the harmonious development of society. It is precisely because of the joint efforts of the organizers and the participants that the volunteer activities of the university students can be effectively carried out. The strong organization and the active participation of the university students form two powerful internal dynamic systems for the volunteer activities of the university students. The support and guidance provided by the organization is an important guarantee for the direction and scale of the volunteer activities of the university students. This motivation can ensure that this activity is invested in the most needed and most concerned events of the society from the beginning; The enthusiastic participation of individual college students constitutes the most lively force in the whole activity, and at the same time, the volunteer activities become more substantial and specific.

3. Analysis of the problems existing in the volunteer activities of college students

College students' participation in volunteer activities is an act based on morality, conviction, conscience, compassion and responsibility. They volunteer to provide services and help to society and others, without any commercial or utilitarian colors. Their original intentions of volunteering are very simple. They are voluntarily and voluntarily joining the volunteer service team. They are not for money or for fame and fortune. This also makes the resources of college students become the lowest cost social resources. An intangible social wealth. However, in the specific implementation process, we often find that some for-profit organizations attempt to achieve their own business goals by recruiting volunteers, and improperly use the public resources of the society. Volunteer activities for college students are often used by some unscrupulous organizations and businesses. The simple and enthusiastic public service is quietly commercialized, and volunteer activities are distorted and utilized. They distorted university student volunteers into their salesmen, waiters, porters, etc. College student volunteers became their “free or ultra-cheap labor force”, which greatly reduced the human resource cost of their business operations. Similar to these activities, the name of “volunteers” was stolen, the “volunteer spirit” was wrapped up, and the value of college volunteers serving the society was severely tested. The use of this disguised form is a naked insult to the lofty cause of volunteer service. We must prevent these organizations and businesses from mixing their eyes and use simple young college students to make profits in the name of so-called volunteer activities.

The healthy and orderly development of college student volunteer activities requires a good atmosphere. This kind of atmosphere requires the common support and creation of society and schools. Practice has proved that at present, while colleges and universities are helping and promoting the development of college students' volunteer activities, they also have a certain degree of influence on college students' volunteer activities because of various factors. Often there will be administrative forces intervening and restricting the college students’ volunteer organizations. The need for activities not only limits the development space for volunteer activities, but also directly interferes with the changes in voluntary organizations. Through the investigation and research on the development of volunteer activities in colleges and universities, it is found that the situation of administrative force intervention in the development and development of volunteer activities is still serious. The tradition of administrative power to collect social affairs has a deep-rooted influence in our society. The traditional administrative management thinking has formed the inertial thinking that “there must be management if there is a team.” The same is true for college students’ volunteer teams. Management, the phenomenon of college student volunteers commanding, arbitrarily arbitrarily and arbitrarily arranged is still widespread. Universities and societies need to give their
behaviors accurate positioning and understanding, and their social contributions and values need to be fully respected. College student volunteer activities need guidance, but it is by no means an arbitrary command of administration. The management of volunteer organizations should fully consider the special identity characteristics of volunteers. It should adopt flexible management, focus on coordination and encouragement, and make full use of it. The guiding force and appeal of the volunteer backbone to carry out volunteer activities. Only in this way can college student volunteer activities attract more high-quality college students, and college volunteer activities can be more voluntary and extensive.

4. Enlightenment from the practice of volunteering in colleges and universities

Whole-person education seeks the understanding between humans and the true meaning of life. Whole-person education encourages self-realization, while also emphasizing sincere interpersonal and cross-cultural human understanding, and fostering mutual understanding and mutual care. Since the reform and opening up, China's economy has grown rapidly and its overall national strength has increased substantially. However, the growth of material wealth does not mean the improvement of the quality of life. Some people pursue material enjoyment unilaterally, the meaning of life is blurred, and happiness is getting lower and lower. Among the undergraduates, there are hollow people who have no souls and no pursuits; deformers who are excellent in one aspect and have obvious defects in interpersonal communication and emotional management; neglecting the existence of self, only for those who are recognized by others; It is not only a few mechanical learning, but also a robot for learning. In the voluntary service, it pays attention to the realization of individual value of college students, and carries out meaningful volunteer service activities, which is conducive to guiding college students to obtain the meaning of life and understand the true meaning of life. Realize the overall growth of the self. This change and the acquisition of value will continue after the end of volunteer service, which will help them to better enter different social groups or work areas.

Whole-person education pays attention to the complete development of human beings. It not only cultivates the individual's physiology and intelligence, but also cultivates the individual's emotions and spirits, so that the individual can enrich himself emotionally and develop himself spiritually, so as to obtain healthy growth. From the perspective of holistic education, colleges and universities must pay attention to the cultivation of college students' emotions and the richness of the spiritual world, especially to deepen the understanding of college students on the volunteer spirit of "dedication, friendship, mutual assistance and progress". Spiritual pursuit is internalized in the heart and outward in the line. From the perspective of the nature of volunteer service, volunteer service is full of humanity and moral care, and it has the basic characteristics of volunteerism, public benefit, unpaidness and service. Undergraduate volunteering services, we must always put the public welfare in the first place, and take the social needs as the starting point, and actively practice the spirit of volunteers. Colleges and universities should earnestly do a good job in the training and education guidance of college graduates. In the training of volunteers, in order to reduce training costs and pursue practical results, we should only stay on the training of volunteer service programs and volunteer service skills. We should also train ideological concepts for college students and volunteers to enhance the volunteer service spirit of college students. Purify the service motives of university volunteers and enhance the service realm of college volunteers. At the same time, it pays attention to the sentimental education for college students' volunteers, and guides the university students' volunteers to pay more attention to how to improve the level of volunteer service and better benefit the society, instead of utilitarianizing volunteer services, and only volunteering as an individual to obtain honors and social resources. Way.

5. Conclusion

Contemporary college student volunteer activities have played an important role in promoting the progress of China's social civilization and promoting the all-round development of college
students. Today, China is in a critical period of economic transformation. Faced with opportunities and challenges, it also requires college students to learn from their humility and enhance their sense of responsibility. We must make full use of the volunteer activities of college students, strengthen the training of college students' business skills and comprehensive ability, and make their own society. The value is maximized.
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